Providing world-class
aviation professionals.

T: +44 (0)1253 808888
E: info@globalcrewingsolutions.com

About Us
Global Crewing Solutions are pioneers in providing
aviation professionals.
We deliver pilots, engineering personnel, operational and ground
staff and VIP flight attendants to aircraft operators, lessors, airlines,
government flight units, OEMS and private individuals.
As an internationally recognised supplier with an extensive global
network of industry-leading candidates, we have personnel
available to support both short and long-term vacancies all over
the world - from one day to one year or full-time employment. Our
rigorous vetting process and industry understanding ensures we
source world-class aviation professionals with the right skills and
experience to meet our clients’ requirements, promoting diversity
and best practice in the process.
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Services
Our experienced development team is committed
to delivering an unmatched comprehensive service,
with total operational support. These services include:
Supplying day rate contract pilots, flight attendants
and engineers, supporting requirements from one day
to one year.
Discreet executive recruitment solutions, sourcing
aviation staff, including engineers, pilots, operational,
ground staff and VIP flight attendants. Our bespoke
recruitment services provide innovative solutions to
the most challenging requirements.
Headhunting for executive and senior positions.
Pre-employment screening, including a fully auditable
security screening process which can include
employment history verification, professional and
academic qualifications verification, DBS checks,
psychometric testing and social media searches.
Aircraft delivery and ferry flights, PPIs, demonstration
(testing), support services.
Flight planning, including travel arrangements, visa
applications, contracts, payroll and insurance policies.
Diplomatic, international clearances and regulatory
services, including commercial landing permits, tech
stop permits, overflight permits, HAZMAT permits, SFA,
airport slots and TSA waivers.
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Crewing Solutions
Pilots
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At Global Crewing Solutions,
we specialise in sourcing
accomplished and time-served
Fixed Wing Pilots who are typerated and experienced across a
range of aircraft.

We provide the most suitable
pilots for the job and ensure
that all training records,
medicals and licenses are up
to date and support our clients
requirements.

Before selecting the most
qualified pilot for the role, we
take the time to understand
exactly what our client is
looking for.

Our specialist Fixed Wing
Pilots are available for global
missions, last-minute cover
and long-term contracts. Once
our selection is approved, we’ll
take care of the finer details
(including travel arrangements
and documents support) to
ensure a seamless, unmatched
service from start to finish.

Maintenance Staff

VIP Flight Attendants

Our engineering and technical
division offers an extensive
range of maintenance staff
with a vast array of engineering
support skills on a multitude of
aircraft and licence types.

Our industry-leading database
of VIP Flight Attendants have
extensive experience in the
Business Aviation industry,
offering a first-class, luxury
cabin service.

Operational Staffing

Take VIP flying to new heights
with an authentic, one-of-akind experience. Our personnel
are professionally trained to
deliver a bespoke service,
safeguard passengers and
are available to cover both
short and long-term vacancies
around the world.

Global Crewing Solutions
ground crew and operational
staffing support solutions can
provide temporary or full-time
support for key office and
operational positions.

Contact
+44 (0)1253 808888
info@globalcrewingsolutions.com
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Interested in joining
Global Crewing Solutions?
If you would like to discuss any
of the crewing services we offer,
please get in touch.

Contact
Tel: +44 (0)1253 808888
Email: info@globalcrewingsolutions.com

Global Crewing Solutions
Hangar 3
Blackpool Airport
Blackpool
Lancashire
FY4 2QY

